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Abstract We employ a static analysis to examine the extensivity
(∀x : x ≤ f(x)) of functions defined over lattices in a λ-calculus aug-
mented with lattice operations. The need for such a verification proce-
dure has arisen in our work on a generator system (called Zoo) of static
program-analyzers. The input to Zoo is a static analysis specification
that consists of lattice definitions and function definitions over the lat-
tices. Once the extensivity of the functions is ascertained, the generated
analyzer is guaranteed to terminate when the lattices have finite-heights.
The extensivity analysis consists of a sound syntax-driven deductive rules
whose satisfiability check is done by a constraint solving procedure.

Keywords Static analysis, Functional static-analysis specification, Func-
tion extensivity, Deductive system, Constraints solving
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§1 Motivation
We present a static analysis to check the extensivity (∀x : x ≤ f(x)) of

functions defined over lattices in a λ-calculus augmented with constants, branch-
ing, least upper bounds, greatest lower bounds and recursive definitions. Our
motivation comes from our work on a program-analyzer generator system.

We have been involved in a project to build a program-analyzer gen-
erator (named “Zoo”16)). One of the program analysis frameworks that Zoo
supports is abstract interpretation2, 3). Its user (analysis designer) defines an
abstract interpreter in a specification language. Zoo then compiles the input
specification into an executable analyzer (encoded in C and ML) which, given
an input program to analyze, derives a set of data-flow equations and solves
them by fixpoint iterations.

Our goal is to have the Zoo system not blindly generate an executable
analyzer without verifying that the input specification qualifies for a static anal-
ysis. (This is analogous that the Yacc checks whether the input context-free-
grammar specification has no ambiguity.) One qualification to check is that the
input specification must define a terminating analysis. The Zoo system should
be able to automatically check if the user-specified abstract interpreter defines
a terminating analysis.

Such a termination check of an input abstract interpreter can be done by
checking the extensivity of given functions in the input specification. An abstract
interpreter consists of lattice definitions and definitions of functions over the
lattices. If the lattices have finite heights, the functions’ extensivity (∀x : x ≤
f(x)) is a sufficient condition for the generated analyzer to always terminate.
The generated analyzer computes the fixpoint sequence ⊥, f(⊥), f(f(⊥)), · · · (⊥
is the least element of the f ’s domain lattice) and the extensivity of f guarantees
that the sequence is an increasing chain whose length is finite for finite-height
lattices. By realizing such an extensivity check by yet again a static analysis, Zoo
can statically estimate the extensivity of the input functions and consequently
reject analyzer specifications that are possibly not extensive.

Existing results on function’s property check, for example, in learning
theory15, 6, 7, 14), have turned out hardly usable in our case. They are restricted
to boolean lattices and concern functions of type {0, 1}n → {0, 1}. Though finite
distributive lattices can be embedded in a product of the boolean lattices13), our
Zoo system also supports non-distributive lattices which are prevalent in static
program analysis. Also, their property-check algorithms are probabilistic, and
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so are allowed to err with some small probability. In our generalized case, where
domains and lattices are not restricted to boolean nor distributive, finding a
tight bound on this probability of mistakes seems a formidable job. Besides,
only functions as the set of input and output pairs have been studied thus far,
whereas we also have access to the definitions. This makes the problem amenable
to static analysis. Our approach is to design a static analysis which reliably
ensures the function’s extensivity property with a reasonable accuracy.

In a disjunctive combination with the previous work12) on the static
monotonicity analysis(checking ∀x ≤ y : f(x) ≤ f(y)), our extensivity analysis
enlarges the set of input specifications accepted by Zoo. This is because the
extensivity and the monotonicity are incomparable properties and either of them
guarantees the termination of the generated analyzers that are defined over finite-
height lattices. For example, “λx.if x v c then ⊥ else c” is monotonic but not
extensive, while “λx.if x = c then c else >” is extensive but not monotonic. Yet,
each of the fixpoint-iteration sequence of the two functions reaches a fixpoint in
a finite time: the former to ⊥ (the least element of the lattice) in one iteration
and the latter to > (the greatest element of the lattice) in two iterations.

§2 Setting
Let L be a lattice. A function f : L −→ L is extensive (respectively

reductive) if and only if for all x, we have x ≤ f(x) (respectively f(x) ≤ x).
If a function is both extensive and reductive, it is the identical function. For
functions from product lattices (multiple arguments), we can analogously define
extensivity and reductivity with respect to the ith component (ith argument).

Our goal is to design a static procedure that can certify whether a func-
tion between two lattices is extensive or not. The source language, which is the
input specification language of the Zoo system, is a strongly-typed, statically-
scoped, functional eager-evaluation language. The core of the language for spec-
ifying analysis functions is as follows:
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Expression e ::= c constant (lattice point)
| x variable
| λx.e function
| Y λx.e recursive function
| e e application
| etLe least upper bound (join)
| euLe greatest lower bound (meet)
| if evLe ? e : e branching

Type τ ::= L user-defined lattice
| τ → τ function type

Values in this language are either lattice elements or functions over lattices.
Hence a type τ is either a lattice L or a function τ → τ between types. c is a
constant expression denoting a lattice element. The if expression branches, as
usual, depending on whether the conditional partial-order relation holds or not.
The usual evaluation rule for e ↪→ v(expression e computes v) is in Figure 1.
Notation {v/x}e denotes the result from substituting v for free variable x in
e. (In the actual specification language16), user-definable lattices include prod-
uct lattices, powerset lattices, function lattices, and lattices with user-defined
orders.)

Throughout this paper we assume that every variable is uniquely named
and a unique mono-type is associated to each expression.

§3 Extensivity Checking by a Deductive System

Given an expression e of the core language, our extensivity check will
conservatively determine whether the operation

(x1, · · · , xn) 7→ e

is identical, extensive, reductive, or unknown with respect to each of its free
variables x1, · · · , xn.

Example 3.1

“(xuLc)tLy” is at least as large as y hence extensive for y but unknown for x.
“if xvLc ?>L : xtLy” is at least as large as both x and y hence extensive for
both x and y.
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Value v ::= c | x | λx.e | Y v

c ↪→ c x ↪→ x

λx.e ↪→ λx.e Y λx.e ↪→ Y λx.e

e1 ↪→ λx.e e2 ↪→ v′

{v′/x}e ↪→ v′′

e1 e2 ↪→ v′′

e1 ↪→ Y v e2 ↪→ v′

v(Y v) ↪→ λx.e {v′/x}e ↪→ v′′

e1 e2 ↪→ v′′

e1 ↪→ c1 e2 ↪→ c2

e1tLe2 ↪→ c1tLc2

e1 ↪→ c1 e2 ↪→ c2

e1uLe2 ↪→ c1uLc2

e1 ↪→ c1 e2 ↪→ c2 v1vLv2 e3 ↪→ v3

if e1vLe2 ? e3 : e4 ↪→ v3

e1 ↪→ c1 e2 ↪→ c2 v1 6vLv2 e4 ↪→ v4

if e1vLe2 ? e3 : e4 ↪→ v4

Fig. 1 Evaluation rules

We present the checking procedure as an inference system for judgments
of the form

Γ ` e : xb.

The judgments should be read as “under assumption Γ, expression e has exten-
sivity behavior xb”.

Extensivity assumption Γ and behavior xb range over the following do-
mains:

Definition 3.1

Γ ∈ XE = Var fin→ XB extensivity assumption
xb ∈ XB = X + XB ×XB extensivity behavior
x ∈ X =

∑

τ∈Type

(VarL
fin→ T ) non-functional extensivity

xb → xb ∈ XB ×XB functional extensivity
t ∈ T = {⊥T , 0,+,−,>T } extensivity token

x, y, z ∈ Var variables
VarL variables of lattice L

The extensivity assumption
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Γ ∈ Var fin→ XB

is a finite map from variables to extensivity behaviors XB . The extensivity
behavior xb is either a pair

xb → xb ∈ XB ×XB

of extensivity behaviors for function-typed expressions, or a map

x ∈ X =
∑

L∈Type

(VarL
fin→ T )

from variables of lattice L to extensivity tokens. This typefulness of XB (con-
structively implied by the typefulness of X) is eligible because every expression
is uniquely typed and its extensivity is, by definition, in terms of variables of
the same type.

For xb ∈ XB or x ∈ Var , we sometimes write xb
type(xb)

or xtype(x)

to expose their types. For extensivity behavior of lattice L, we simply write
{xt1

1 , · · · , xtn
n } to mean

{x1 7→ t1, · · · , xn 7→ tn} ∪ {y 7→ >T | y ∈ VarL \ {x1, · · · , xn}}.
We write {s}e for the expression resulting from substituting s’s images

for the free variables in e:

Definition 3.2

{s}e = {s(x1)/x1} · · · {s(xn)/xn}e where FV (e) = {x1, · · · , xn}.

Definition 3.3

The extensivity behavior xb has the following meaning [[xb]]:

[[x]] = ∩{[[xt]] | x(x) = t}
[[xb1 → xb2]] = {e | ∀e1 ∈ [[xb1]] : e e1 ∈ [[xb2]]}

where
[[x0]] = {e | x ∈ FV (e) ∧ (∀s : {s}e ↪→ v implies s(x) = v)}
[[x+]] = {e | x ∈ FV (e) ∧ (∀s : {s}e ↪→ v implies s(x)vLv)}
[[x−]] = {e | x ∈ FV (e) ∧ (∀s : {s}e ↪→ v implies vvLs(x))}

[[x>T ]] = all expressions
[[x⊥T ]] = ∅

Note the extensivity tokens T form a lifted diamond-shaped lattice:
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>T

/ \
+ −
\ /

0
|
⊥T

⊥T vT 0 vT + vT >T and ⊥T vT 0 vT − vT >T .

The partial order in XB follows from the meanings of XB elements:

Definition 3.4

The order in X is point-wise:

xLvX x′L iff ∀x ∈ VarL : x(x)vX x′(x)

and the order in XB ×XB is contra-variant on the first component:

xb1 → xb2vXBxb′1 → xb′2 iff xb′1vXBxb1 ∧ xb2vXBxb′2.

Now we present the extensivity checking rules Γ ` e : xb. For constant
expression, we have three cases, ⊥L, >L, and other constant c:

Γ ` ⊥L : {x 7→ − | x ∈ VarL ∩ dom(Γ)}

Γ ` >L : {x 7→ + | x ∈ VarL ∩ dom(Γ)}

Γ ` cL : {x 7→ >T | x ∈ VarL ∩ dom(Γ)}

The extensivity of a variable is assumed in the environment:

Γ(x) = xb

Γ ` x : xb

The extensivity of the least upper bound is compositional:

Γ ` e1 : xb1 Γ ` e2 : xb2

Γ ` e1tLe2 : xb1 ⊕ xb2

The e1 and e2 evaluate into elements of lattice L. Hence ∀i ∈ {1, 2} : xbi ∈ XL.
The ⊕ operation over X is point-wise:

xL ⊕ x′L = {x 7→ (x(x)⊕ x′(x)) | x ∈ VarL}

The commutative ⊕ operation for the extensivity tokens is determined following
the effect of moving-up(tL) operation:
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⊕ 0 + − >T

0 0 + 0 +

+ + + + +

− 0 + − >T

>T + + >T >T

Let’s consider the extensivity of e1tLe2 for x.
• If e1 and e2 are identical to x then e1tLe2 is also identical to x. Hence

0⊕ 0 = 0.
• If e1 is identical to x and e2 is extensive for x (xvLe2) then e1tLe2 is

extensive for x (xvLe1tLe2). Hence 0⊕+ = +.
• If e1 is identical to x and e2 is reductive for x (e2vLx) then e1tLe2 is

identical to x. Hence 0⊕− = 0.
• If e1 is identical to x and e2 is unknown for x then e1tLe2 is extensive

for x (xvLe1tLe2). Hence 0⊕>T = +.
• If e1 is extensive for x (xvLe1) then for every e2, e1tLe2 is extensive for

x (xvLe1tLe2). Hence +⊕ • = +.
• If e1 and e2 are reductive for x (e1vLx, e2vLx) then e1tLe2 is also

reductive for x (e1tLe2vLx). Hence −⊕− = −.
• If e1 is reductive for x (e1vLx) and e2 is unknown for x then e1tLe2 is

unknown for x. Hence −⊕>T = >T .
• If e1 and e2 are unknown for x then so does e1tLe2. Hence>T⊕>T = >T .

Similarly, we use the ª operation for the extensivity of the greatest lower
bound:

Γ ` e1 : xb1 Γ ` e2 : xb2

Γ ` e1uLe2 : xb1 ª xb2

The ª operation is point-wise, just as the ⊕ case. For i ∈ {1, 2}, the type of ei

is a lattice L, i.e., xbi ∈ XL.

xL ª x′L = {x 7→ (x(x)ª x′(x)) | x ∈ VarL}
The commutative ª operation for the extensivity tokens is dual to ⊕; 0 is op-
posite to >T , and + is opposite to −.
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ª 0 + − >T

0 0 0 − −
+ 0 + − >T

− − − − −
>T − >T − >T

The rule for lambda expressions is similar to standard typing. The
extensivity behaviors of the argument and the result are determined. Note that
the extensivity of the result (xb2) can be weaker (xb′2vXBxb2) than that of
the body (xb′2). This relaxation makes the rule less restrictive; without this
relaxation we would have to reject analysis specifications in which two functions
of varying extensivities are called in the same application. Lastly, because the
extensivity of a function is determined in the calling context of it, the extensivity
of the function should be independent of the formal parameter:

Γ + x : xb1 ` e : xb′2 xb′2vXBxb2

Γ ` λx.e : xb1 → xb2

The rule for a recursive function requires that the function name and its
body have the same extensivity:

Γ ` λx.e : xb → xb
Γ ` Y λx.e : xb

The rule for application has nothing particular.

Γ ` e1 : xb1 → xb2 Γ ` e2 : xb′1 xb′1vXBxb1

Γ ` e1 e2 : xb2

Note that the extensivity of function’s argument (xb1) can be weaker (xb′1vXBxb1)
than that of the actual argument (xb′1). This relaxation makes the rule less re-
strictive; without this relaxation we would have to reject analysis specifications
in which the arguments of varying extensivities are passed to the same function.

The extensivity of the if-expression should subsume those of the two
branches:

Γ ` e3 : xb3 Γ ` e4 : xb4

Γ ` if e1vLe2 ? e3 : e4 : xb3tXBxb4

For example, if e3 is extensive and e4 is reductive, the result is unknown (>XB).
If we know an order relation between variables, we can further refine the

extensivity of expressions. For example, suppose that xvLy holds for the two
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free variables x and y of e and that the extensivity of expression e is {y+}. Then
we can refine {y+} into {x+, y+} because x is always less than or equal to y.

We can gather such order relations from conditional expressions. Let’s
consider checking the extensivity of the true-branch e3 of if e1vLe2 ? e3 : e4.
Suppose that e1 is extensive for x (xvLe1) and e2 is reductive for y (e2vLy).
Then we can get xvLy because e1vLe2 holds in the true-branch e3.

We maintain such order relations in assumption ∆. Order assumption
∆ ranges over the following domain:

Definition 3.5

Order assumption

∆ ∈ 2Var×Var

is a set of variables pairs such that (x, y) ∈ ∆ iff xvL y ∈ ∆.

The judgments for extensivity checking are now changed:

∆, Γ ` e : xb.

Following two rules, (REF−) and (REF+), refines the extensivity of
expression e with order assumption ∆:

xvLy ∈ ∆ ∆,Γ ` e : xb xbvXB{x−}
∆, Γ ` e : xbuXB{y−}

(REF−)

xvLy ∈ ∆ ∆, Γ ` e : xb xbvXB{y+}
∆,Γ ` e : xbuXB{x+} (REF+)

If xvLy ∈ ∆ and e is reductive for x (∆, Γ ` e : xb and xbvXB{x−}), e is also
reductive for y (∆, Γ ` e : xbuXB{y−} and xbuXB{y−}vXB{y−}). Dually, if
xvLy ∈ ∆ and e is extensive for y, e is also extensive for x.

The starting point for the refinement is an if-expression. From the exten-
sivities of the conditional, we get some order relations and refine the true-branch
with them:

∆, Γ ` e1 : xb1 ∆, Γ ` e2 : xb2

∆ ∪ {xvLy | xb1vXB{x+}, xb2vXB{y−}},Γ ` e3 : xb3

∆, Γ ` e4 : xb4

∆, Γ ` if e1vLe2 ? e3 : e4 : xb3tXBxb4
(IF)
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∆, Γ ` e : xb
Under order assumption ∆ and extensivity assumption Γ,
expression e has extensivity behavior xb.

∆, Γ ` ⊥L : {x 7→ − | x ∈ VarL ∩ dom(Γ)} (CON-1)

∆, Γ ` >L : {x 7→ + | x ∈ VarL ∩ dom(Γ)} (CON-2)

∆, Γ ` cL : {x 7→ >T | x ∈ VarL ∩ dom(Γ)} (CON-3)

Γ(x) = xb

∆,Γ ` x : xb
(VAR)

∆, Γ ` e1 : xb1 ∆, Γ ` e2 : xb2

∆, Γ ` e1tLe2 : xb1 ⊕ xb2
(LUB)

∆,Γ ` e1 : xb1 ∆, Γ ` e2 : xb2

∆,Γ ` e1uLe2 : xb1 ª xb2
(GLB)

∆, Γ + x : xb1 ` e : xb′2 xb′2vXBxb2

∆, Γ ` λx.e : xb1 → xb2
(LAM)

∆, Γ ` λx.e : xb → xb

∆, Γ ` Y λx.e : xb
(REC)

∆, Γ ` e1 : xb1 → xb2 ∆,Γ ` e2 : xb′1 xb′1vXBxb1

∆, Γ ` e1 e2 : xb2
(APP)

xvLy ∈ ∆ ∆, Γ ` e : xb xbvXB{x−}
∆, Γ ` e : xbuXB{y−}

(REF−)

xvLy ∈ ∆ ∆, Γ ` e : xb xbvXB{y+}
∆, Γ ` e : xbuXB{x+} (REF+)

∆,Γ ` e1 : xb1 ∆, Γ ` e2 : xb2

∆ ∪ {xvLy | xb1vXB{x+}, xb2vXB{y−}}, Γ ` e3 : xb3

∆,Γ ` e4 : xb4

∆,Γ ` if e1vLe2 ? e3 : e4 : xb3tXBxb4
(IF)

Fig. 2 Extensivity Checking System
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Figure 2 shows every rule of our extensivity checking system. Other
rules, except for (REF−), (REF+) and (IF), just propagate ∆ so that at every
expression refinement rules, (REF−) and (REF+), can be applied. In the rest
of our presentation, we simply write Γ ` e : xb to mean ∅, Γ ` e : xb.

Example 3.2

Expression e3.2 = (xuLcL)tLy under assumptions x : {x0} and y : {y0} has

extensivity {x>T , y+}:

x : {x0}, y : {y0} ` x : {x0} (VAR)
x : {x0}, y : {y0} ` cL : >XL

(CON-3)

x : {x0}, y : {y0} ` xuLcL : {x0} ª >XL

(GLB)
x : {x0}, y : {y0} ` y : {y0}

x : {x0}, y : {y0} ` (xuLc)tLy : {x>T , y+} (LUB)

The extensivity of e3.2 for x is unknown (x>T ). For y, the extensivity of e3.2 is
from y0 in assumption to y+ in result, hence e3.2 is extensive for y.

Example 3.3

As an expression where different variables are bound to the same value, consider

e3.3 = (λy.(λf.f y)(λx.y)) z. Its extensivity under assumption z : {z0} is {z0}.
That is, the extensivity of e3.3 for z is from {z0} to {z0}, hence e3.3 is extensive
for z:

z : {z0} ` z : {z0}

A

z : {z0}, y : {z0} ` (λf.f y)(λx.y) : {z0} (APP)

z : {z0} ` (λy.(λf.f y)(λx.y)) : {z0} → {z0} (LAM)

z : {z0} ` (λy.(λf.f y)(λx.y)) z : {z0} (APP)

where sub-proof-trees in A are

...
z : {z0}, y : {z0}, f : {z0} → {z0} ` f y : {z0} (APP)

z : {z0}, y : {z0} ` λf.f y : ({z0} → {z0}) → {z0} (LAM)

and

z : {z0}, y : {z0}, x : {z0} ` y : {z0}
z : {z0}, y : {z0} ` λx.y : {z0} → {z0} (LAM)
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Example 3.4

As an example that a function is called at different site, consider e3.4 = (λf.(λz.fy)(fx))(λwL.w).

Its extensivity under assumption x : {x0} and y : {y0} is >XL
, hence the ex-

tensivity of e3.4 for x and y are unknown, even though in reality it is extensive
for y. This accuracy loss is because our analysis is mono-variant. The smallest
functional extensivity for f that allows both “f x” ({x0} → {x0}) and “f y”
({y0} → {y0}) is found >XL

→ >XL
by the (LAM) rule.

Example 3.5

As an example of the refinement, consider e3.5 = if >LvLx ? y : x under

∆ = {yvLx} and Γ = {x : {x0}, y : {y0}}. The extensivity of e3.5 is {x−, y+},
hence reductive for x and extensive for y:

∆, Γ ` >L : {x+, y+} ∆, Γ ` x : {x0} A B

∆,Γ ` if >LvLx ? y : x : {x−, y+} (IF)

where the sub-proof-tree in A is

yvLx ∈ ∆ ∪∆′ ∆ ∪∆′, Γ ` y : {y0} {y0}vXB{y−}
∆ ∪∆′, Γ ` y : {x−, y0} (REF−),

∆′ = {yvLx} because {x+, y+}vXB{y+} and {x0}vXB{x−}, and the sub-proof-
tree in B is

yvLx ∈ ∆ ∆, Γ ` x : {x0} {x0}vXB{x+}
∆, Γ ` x : {x0, y+} (REF+).

However, without refinement, the extensivity of e3.5 is {x>T , y>T } because
{y0}tXB{x0} = {x>T , y>T }:

· · · ∆ ∪∆′, Γ ` y : {y0} ∆, Γ ` x : {x0}
∆, Γ ` if >LvLx ? y : x : {x>T , y>T } (IF)

§4 Soundness

Definition 4.1

Let (s, v) |= xb be the minimal relation between extensivities xb, values v (lattice

elements or functions), and value environments s ∈ Var fin→ Value that satisfies:
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(s, v) |= xL iff ∀x ∈ VarL : (s, v) |= xxL(x)

(s, v) |= x+ iff x ∈ dom(s) ∧ s(x)vLv

(s, v) |= x− iff x ∈ dom(s) ∧ vvLs(x)
(s, v) |= x0 iff x ∈ dom(s) ∧ v = s(x)
(s, v) |= x>T iff true

(s, λx.e) |= xb1 → xb2 iff ∀v1 ∈ Value : ((s, v1) |= xb1) ∧ ({v1/x}e ↪→ v)
imply (s + x : v1, v) |= xb2

(s, Y v) |= xb iff (s, v) |= xb → xb

We write s |= Γ when the value environment s is consistent with the
extensivity assumption Γ:

Definition 4.2

s |= Γ iff dom(Γ) = dom(s) and ∀x ∈ dom(Γ) : (s, s(x)) |= Γ(x).

We write s |= ∆ when the value environment s is consistent with the order
assumption ∆:

Definition 4.3

s |= ∆ iff ∀x, y ∈ VarL : xvLy ∈ ∆ ⇒ (x, y ∈ dom(s) ∧ s(x)vLs(y)).

Lemma 4.1

If (s, v) |= xb and xbvXBxb′ then (s, v) |= xb′.

Proof Obvious from the definition of |= and the partial order vXB in XB .

Lemma 4.2

If (s, v) |= xbτ then ∀x 6∈ dom(s), ∀v′ ∈ Value : (s + x : v′, v) |= xbτ

Proof By the definition of (s, v) |= xb.

Lemma 4.3

If (s, v) |= xb1 and (s, v) |= xb2 then (s, v) |= xb1uXBxb2.

Proof By the definition of (s, v) |= xb.

Lemma 4.4

If ∆, Γ ` e : xb and ∆ ⊆ ∆′ then ∆′, Γ ` e : xb
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Proof We prove the lemma by induction on the proof tree size. For (REF−)
and (REF+), if xvLy ∈ ∆ then xvLy ∈ ∆′, and thus the lemma holds by
induction. For other rules, induction is trivial because they do not use ∆.

Finally we are ready to state the correctness result:

Theorem 4.1

If ∆, Γ ` e : xb then s |= Γ, s |= ∆, and {s}e ↪→ v imply (s, v) |= xb.

Proof We proceed by induction on the proof tree size.
Case (VAR) ∆, Γ ` x : Γ(x).

By definition, (s, {s}x) |= Γ(x) for s |= Γ because {s}x = s(x).
Case (CON-1) ∆, Γ ` ⊥L : {x 7→ − | x ∈ VarL ∩ dom(Γ)} or (CON-2)

∆, Γ ` >L : {x 7→ + | x ∈ VarL ∩ dom(Γ)}.
Obviously, ⊥LvLs(x) and s(x)vL>L for x ∈ dom(s) = dom(Γ).

Case (CON-3) ∆,Γ ` cL : {x 7→ >T | x ∈ VarL ∩ dom(Γ)}.
Obviously, (s, c) |= x>T for x ∈ dom(s) = dom(Γ).

Case (LAM) ∆, Γ ` λx.e : xb1 → xb2.
By definition, ∆, Γ + x : xb1 ` e : xb′2 and xb′2vXBxb2. Let s |= Γ and s |= ∆.
By definition {s}λx.e = λx.{s}e ↪→ λx.{s}e, because x 6∈ dom(s). We must
show: (s, λx.{s}e) |= xb1 → xb2, that is, (s, v1) |= xb1 and {v1/x}{s}e ↪→ v2

imply (s, v2) |= xb2. From s |= Γ and (s, v1) |= xb1, s + x : v1 |= Γ + x : xb1.
s + x : v1 |= ∆ because s |= ∆ and x 6∈ dom(s). {v1/x}{s}e ↪→ v2 is {s + x :
v1}e ↪→ v2. Hence, by induction hypothesis, (s+x : v1, v2) |= xb′2, which implies
(s + x : v1, v2) |= xb2 (by Lemma 4.1).

Case (REC) ∆, Γ ` Y λx.e : xb.
We have to show (s, Y λx.{s}e) |= xb for s |= Γ. By definition, ∆, Γ ` λx.e :
xb → xb. By induction hypothesis, (s, λx.{s}e) |= xb → xb, which, by definition,
implies (s, Y λx.{s}e) |= xb.

Case (APP) ∆, Γ ` e1 e2 : xb2.
By definition, ∆, Γ ` e1 : xb1 → xb2, ∆,Γ ` e2 : xb′1, and xb′1vXBxb1. Let s |= Γ,
s |= ∆ and ({s}e1) ({s}e2) ↪→ v. We have to show: (s + x : v′, v) |= xb2 where
(s, v′) |= xb1 and {v/x}e ↪→ v. There are two sub-cases where e1 evaluates to a
non-recursive function or a recursive function.

• When {s}e1 evaluates to a non-recursive function, ({s}e1) ({s}e2) ↪→ v
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means

{s}e1 ↪→ λx.e, (1)

{s}e2 ↪→ v′, and (2)

{v′/x}e ↪→ v. (3)

By induction hypothesis, respectively from (1) and (2),

(s, λx.e) |= xb1 → xb2 (4)

and (s, v′) |= xb′1 which by Lemma 4.1 is

(s, v′) |= xb1. (5)

Hence from (3), (4), and (5), (s, v) |= xb2 and in turn (s+x : v′, v) |= xb2

(by Lemma 4.2).
• When e1 evaluates to a recursive function, ({s}e1) ({s}e2) ↪→ v means

{s}e1 ↪→ Y v, (6)

{s}e2 ↪→ v′, (7)

v(Y v) ↪→ λx.e, and (8)

{v′/x}e ↪→ v. (9)

By induction hypothesis, respectively from (6) and (7),

(s, Y v) |= xb1 → xb2 (10)

and (s, v′) |= xb′1 which by Lemma 4.1 implies

(s, v′) |= xb1. (11)

By definition from (10), (s, v) |= (xb1 → xb2) → (xb1 → xb2). Thus from
(10) and (8), (s, λx.e) |= xb1 → xb2, which from (11) and (9) implies
(s, v) |= xb2 and in turn (s + x : v′, v) |= xb2 (by Lemma 4.2).
Case (LUB) ∆,Γ ` e1tLe2 : xb.

By definition, ∆, Γ ` e1 : xb1, ∆,Γ ` e2 : xb2, and xb = xb1 ⊕ xb2. Let
s |= Γ, s |= ∆, and ({s}e1)tL({s}e2) ↪→ v. We have to show: (s, v) |= xb.
({s}e1)tL({s}e2) ↪→ v means {s}e1 ↪→ v1, {s}e2 ↪→ v2, and v = v1tLv2. By
induction hypothesis, (s, v1) |= xb1, and (s, v2) |= xb2. Because v = v1tLv2,
xb = xb1⊕xb2, and ⊕ is point-wise, it is sufficient to show: ∀x ∈ VarL∩dom(s) :

(s, v1tLv2) |= xxb1(x)⊕xb2(x). Note that if x 6∈ dom(s) then (s, v1tLv2) |=
xxb1(x)⊕xb2(x) is always true because xb1(x)⊕ xb2(x) = >T ⊕>T = >T .
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• When (s, v1) |= x0 and (s, v2) |= x0, v1 = s(x) and v2 = s(x). Hence,
v1tLv2 = s(x), and it implies (s, v1tLv2) |= x0 (= x0⊕0).

• When (s, v1) |= x0 and (s, v2) |= x+, v1 = s(x) and s(x)vLv2. Hence,
s(x)vLv1tLv2, and it implies (s, v1tLv2) |= x+ (= x0⊕+).

• When (s, v1) |= x0 and (s, v2) |= x−, v1 = s(x) and v2vLs(x). Hence,
v1tLv2 = s(x), and it implies (s, v1tLv2) |= x0 (= x0⊕−).

• When (s, v1) |= x0 and (s, v2) |= x>T , v1 = s(x) and v2 can be any value.
Hence, v1tLs(x)vLv2, and it implies (s, v1tLv2) |= x+ (= x0⊕>T ).

• When (s, v1) |= x+ and (s, v2) |= x+, s(x)vLv1 and s(x)vLv2. Hence,
s(x)vLv1tLv2, and it implies (s, v1tLv2) |= x+ (= x+⊕+).

• When (s, v1) |= x+ and (s, v2) |= x−, s(x)vLv1 and s(x)vLv2. Hence,
s(x)vLv1tLv2, and it implies (s, v1tLv2) |= x+ (= x+⊕−).

• When (s, v1) |= x+ and (s, v2) |= x>T , s(x)vLv1 and v2 can be any value.
Hence, s(x)vLv1tLv2, and it implies (s, v1tLv2) |= x+ (= x+⊕>T ).

• When (s, v1) |= x− and (s, v2) |= x−, v1vLs(x) and v2vLs(x). Hence,
v1tLv2vLs(x), and it implies (s, v1tLv2) |= x− (= x−⊕−).

• When (s, v1) |= x− and (s, v2) |= x>T , v1vLs(x) and v2 can be any value.
Hence, v1tLv2 can be any value, and it implies (s, v1tLv2) |= x>T (=
x−⊕>T ).

• When (s, v1) |= x>T and (s, v2) |= x>T , v1 and v2 can be any value.
Hence, v1tLv2 can be any value, and it implies (s, v1tLv2) |= x>T (=
x>T⊕>T ).
Case (GLB) ∆, Γ ` e1uLe2 : xb.

By definition, ∆,Γ ` e1 : xb1, ∆, Γ ` e2 : xb2, and xb = xb1ªxb2. Let s |= Γ and
({s}e1)uL({s}e2) ↪→ v. We have to show: (s, v) |= xb. ({s}e1)uL({s}e2) ↪→ v

means {s}e1 ↪→ v1, {s}e2 ↪→ v2, and v = v1uLv2. By induction hypothesis,
(s, v1) |= xb1, and (s, v2) |= xb2. Because v = v1uLv2, xb = xb1 ª xb2, and
ª is point-wise, it is sufficient to show: ∀x ∈ VarL ∩ dom(s) : (s, v1uLv2) |=
xxb1(x)ªxb2(x).

• When (s, v1) |= x0 and (s, v2) |= x0, v1 = s(x) and v2 = s(x). Hence,
v1uLv2 = s(x), and it implies (s, v1uLv2) |= x0 (= x0ª0).

• When (s, v1) |= x0 and (s, v2) |= x+, v1 = s(x) and s(x)vLv2. Hence,
v1uLv2 = s(x), and it implies (s, v1uLv2) |= x0 (= x0ª+).

• When (s, v1) |= x0 and (s, v2) |= x−, v1 = s(x) and v2vLs(x). Hence,
v1uLv2vLs(x), and it implies (s, v1uLv2) |= x− (= x0ª−).

• When (s, v1) |= x0 and (s, v2) |= x>T , v1 = s(x) and v2 can be any value.
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Hence, v1uLv2vLs(x), and it implies (s, v1uLv2) |= x− (= x0ª>T ).
• When (s, v1) |= x+ and (s, v2) |= x+, s(x)vLv1 and s(x)vLv2. Hence,

s(x)vLv1uLv2, and it implies (s, v1uLv2) |= x+ (= x+ª+).
• When (s, v1) |= x+ and (s, v2) |= x−, s(x)vLv1 and s(x)vLv2. Hence,

s(x)vLv1uLv2, and it implies (s, v1uLv2) |= x− (= x+ª−).
• When (s, v1) |= x+ and (s, v2) |= x>T , s(x)vLv1 and v2 can be any value.

Hence, v1uLv2 can be any value, and it implies (s, v1uLv2) |= x>T (=
x+ª>T ).

• When (s, v1) |= x− and (s, v2) |= x−, v1vLs(x) and v2vLs(x). Hence,
v1uLv2vLs(x), and it implies (s, v1uLv2) |= x− (= x−ª−).

• When (s, v1) |= x− and (s, v2) |= x>T , v1vLs(x) and v2 can be any value.
Hence, v1uLv2vLs(x), and it implies (s, v1uLv2) |= x− (= x−ª>T ).

• When (s, v1) |= x>T and (s, v2) |= x>T , v1 and v2 can be any value.
Hence, v1uLv2 can be any value, and it implies (s, v1uLv2) |= x>T (=
x>Tª>T ).
Case (IF) ∆, Γ ` if e1vLe2 ? e3 : e4 : xb.

By definition ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 4} : ∆,Γ ` ei : xbi, ∆ ∪ ∆′,Γ ` e3 : xb3 where ∆′ =
{xvLy | xb1vXB{x+}, xb2vXB{y−}} , and xb = xb3tXBxb4. Let s |= Γ, s |= ∆
and if {s}e1vL{s}e2?{s}e3 : {s}e4 ↪→ v. We have to show: (s, v) |= xb3tXBxb4.

• When {s}e3 ↪→ v, by definition, {s}e1 ↪→ v1, {s}e2 ↪→ v2, and v1vLv2.
By induction hypothesis, (s, v1) |= xb1, and (s, v2) |= xb2. We first show
s |= ∆ ∪∆′, i.e., ∀x, y : xvLy ∈ ∆ ∪∆′ ⇒ x, y ∈ dom(s) ∧ s(x)vLs(y).

– If xvLy ∈ ∆, then x, y ∈ dom(s) and s(x)vLs(y) because s |= ∆.
– If xvLy ∈ ∆′, then xb1vXB{x+} and xb2vXB{y−}. xb1vXB{x+} and

(s, v1) |= xb1 imply x ∈ dom(s) and s(x)vLv1. xb2vXB{y−} and
(s, v2) |= xb2 imply y ∈ dom(s) and v2vLs(y). s(x)vLv1, v1vLv2, and
v2vLs(y) imply s(x)vLs(y)

Hence s |= ∆ ∪ ∆′. From ∆ ∪ ∆′, Γ ` e3 : xb3, s |= Γ, s |= ∆ ∪ ∆′,
and {s}e3 ↪→ v, by induction hypothesis, (s, v) |= xb3. By Lemma 4.1,
(s, v) |= xb3tXBxb4.

• When {s}e4 ↪→ v, by induction hypothesis, (s, v) |= xb4. By Lemma 4.1,
(s, v) |= xb3tXBxb4.
Case (REF−) ∆, Γ ` e : xbuXB{y−}.

By definition xvLy ∈ ∆, ∆, Γ ` e : xb, and xbvXB{x−}. Let s |= Γ, s |= ∆, and
{s}e ↪→ v. By induction hypothesis, (s, v) |= xb.
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xvLy ∈ ∆ and s |= ∆ ⇒ s(x)vLs(y) by Definition 4.3
xbvXB{x−} and (s, v) |= xb ⇒ vvLs(x) by Definition 4.1
s(x)vLs(y) and vvLs(x) ⇒ vvLs(y) by transitivity
vvLs(y) ⇒ (s, v) |= y− by Definition 4.1
(s, v) |= y− ⇒ (s, v) |= {y−} by Lemma 4.1
(s, v) |= xb and (s, v) |= {y−} ⇒ (s, v) |= xbuXB{y−} by Lemma 4.3.

Case (REF+) ∆, Γ ` e : xbuXB{x+}.
By definition xvLy ∈ ∆, ∆, Γ ` e : xb, and xbvXB{y+}. Let s |= Γ, s |= ∆, and
{s}e ↪→ v. By induction hypothesis, (s, v) |= xb.

xvLy ∈ ∆ and s |= ∆ ⇒ s(x)vLs(y) by Definition 4.3
xbvXB{y+} and (s, v) |= xb ⇒ s(y)vLv by Definition 4.1
s(x)vLs(y) and s(y)vLv ⇒ s(x)vLv by transitivity
s(x)vLv ⇒ (s, v) |= x+ by Definition 4.1
(s, v) |= x+ ⇒ (s, v) |= {x+} by Lemma 4.1
(s, v) |= xb and (s, v) |= {x+} ⇒ (s, v) |= xbuXB{x+} by Lemma 4.3.

§5 Algorithm
Our inference system is a variant of type inference system with inclusion

constraints1). Our algorithm consists of three phases: we derive constraints for
the extensivity behaviors, simplify the constraints, and then solve the equations
derived from simplified constraints. The conventional fixpoint iteration can be
applied to the simplified constraints since every operator (⊕,ª, f [t/x], π, and
tXB) is monotonic. Because the least model for the constraints is equivalent to
the least fixpoint of the corresponding equations5), the algorithm will give the
best approximation of extensivity that could be inferred in our inference system.

In our inference system, we assume that there is no dead code in a
program, i.e., every function in a program must be called at least once. If
there is a function which is never called, we can not dissolve the function’s
constraint because we don’t have any constraint for its argument. A constraint
for a function’s argument is derived from its call-sites.

5.1 Extraction of Constraints
Extracted constraint ρ is of the following form:
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constraint ρ ::= L ⊇ R | ∃α.ρ | ρ, ρ

lhs term L ::= α | L → L

rhs term R ::= L | α⊕ α | αª α | π(α, α, α) | αtXBα | xL

where α is a variable for the extensivity behavior, xL is an extensivity behavior
of lattice L, and refinement operator π is:

π(xb1, xb2, xb3) = gfp λα.xb3 u (Πxb1,xb2
α),

where Πxb1,xb2
α =




αuXB{x+}, if ∃y. xb1vXB{x+} ∧ xb2vXB{y−} ∧ αvXB{y+}
αuXB{y−}, if ∃x. xb1vXB{x+} ∧ xb2vXB{y−} ∧ αvXB{x−}
α, otherwise.

Πxb1,xb2
refines an extensivity α with the order assumption generated from xb1

and xb2, i.e., Π is the combination of (REF−), (REF+), and generating order
assumption ∆ in (IF). Because we can apply (REF−) and (REF+) recursively
on an expression and the refinement is indeed the greatest lower bound uXB ,
the refinement operator π(xb1, xb2, xb3) should compute the greatest fixpoint
gfp λα.xb3 u (Πxb1,xb2

α). Note that in the inference algorithm we only refine
the extensivities of the true-branches of if-expressions, while in the checking
system we can refine the extensivities of any expressions. This restriction is
necessary to make our inference system deterministic.

The validity of the constraint ρ, written as “` ρ” is defined as follows.
{xb/α}ρ denotes, as usual, the result from substituting xb for variable α in ρ.

xb1wXBxb2

` xb1 ⊇ xb2

` {xb/α}ρ
` ∃α.ρ

` ρ1 ` ρ2

` ρ1, ρ2

We extract the constraint from an expression e using a recursive procedure
C(Γ, e, xb) (Figure 3). It has a linear time complexity (with respect to the
size of e). The size of the generated constraint is also linear in the size of e.

The constraint generation C(Γ, e, xb) and its solution is a correct imple-
mentation of our deductive system:

Theorem 5.1

If ` C(Γ, e, xb) then ∅, Γ ` e : xb.

Proof We proceed by structural induction on e.
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C(Γ,⊥L, xb) = xb ⊇ {x 7→ − | x ∈ VarL ∩ dom(Γ)}
C(Γ, cL, xb) = xb ⊇ {x 7→ >T | x ∈ VarL ∩ dom(Γ)}
C(Γ,>L, xb) = xb ⊇ {x 7→ + | x ∈ VarL ∩ dom(Γ)}
C(Γ, x, xb) = xb ⊇ Γ(x)
C(Γ, λx.e, xb) = ∃α1α2α

′
2.

C(Γ + x : α1, e, α
′
2),

xb ⊇ α1 → α2, α2 ⊇ α′2
C(Γ, Y λx.e, xb) = C(Γ, λx.e, xb → xb)
C(Γ, e1 e2, xb) = ∃α1α

′
1.

C(Γ, e1, α1 → xb), C(Γ, e2, α
′
1),

α1 ⊇ α′1
C(Γ, e1tLe2, xb) = ∃α1α2.

C(Γ, e1, α1), C(Γ, e2, α2),
xb ⊇ α1 ⊕ α2

C(Γ, e1uLe2, xb) = ∃α1α2.

C(Γ, e1, α1), C(Γ, e2, α2),
xb ⊇ α1 ª α2

C(Γ, if e1vLe2 ? e3 : e4, xb)
= ∃α1α2α3α4.

C(Γ, e1, α1), C(Γ, e2, α2), C(Γ, e3, α3), C(Γ, e4, α4),
xb ⊇ π(α1, α2, α3)tXBα4

Fig. 3 Constraint Extraction Procedure

Case x.
Let` C(Γ, x, xb). It implies xbwXBΓ(x). By (VAR), ∅, Γ ` x : Γ(x). By Lemma
4.1, ∅, Γ ` x : xb.

Case ⊥L.
Let` C(Γ,⊥L, xb). It implies xbwXB{x 7→ − | x ∈ VarL ∩ dom(Γ)}. Because
∅, Γ ` ⊥L : {x 7→ − | x ∈ VarL ∩ dom(Γ)} by (CON-1), ∅,Γ ` ⊥L : xb.

Case >L.
Let` C(Γ,>L, xb). It implies xbwXB{x 7→ + | x ∈ VarL ∩ dom(Γ)}. Because
∅, Γ ` >L : {x 7→ + | x ∈ VarL ∩ dom(Γ)} by (CON-2), ∅,Γ ` >L : xb.

Case for other constants c.
Let` C(Γ, cL, xb). It implies xbwXB{x 7→ >T | x ∈ VarL ∩ dom(Γ)}. Because
∅, Γ ` cL : {x 7→ >T | x ∈ VarL ∩ dom(Γ)} by (CON-3), ∅, Γ ` c : xb.

Case λx.e.
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Let ` C(Γ, λx.e, xb). It implies that there are xb1, xb2, xb
′
2 such that ` C(Γ+x :

xb1, e, xb
′
2), xbwXBxb1 → xb2, and xb′2vXBxb2. By induction hypothesis, ∅,Γ +

x : xb1 ` e : xb′2. By (LAM), ∅,Γ ` λx.e : xb1 → xb2. Because xbwXBxb1 → xb2,
∅, Γ ` λx.e : xb.

Case Y λx.e.
Let ` C(Γ, Y λx.e, xb). It implies that C(Γ, λx.e, xb → xb). By induction hy-
pothesis, ∅, Γ ` λx.e : xb → xb. By (REC), ∅, Γ ` Y λx.e : xb.

Case e1 e2.
Let ` C(Γ, e1e2, xb). It implies C(Γ, e1, xb1 → xb), C(Γ, e2, xb

′
1), and xb′1vXBxb1.

By induction hypothesis, ∅, Γ ` e1 : xb1 → xb and ∅, Γ ` e2 : xb′1. By (APP),
∅, Γ ` e1 e2 : xb.

Case e1tLe2.
Let ` C(Γ, e1tLe2, xb). It implies C(Γ, e1, xb1), C(Γ, e2, xb2), and xbwXBxb1 ⊕
xb2. By induction hypothesis, ∅, Γ ` e1 : xb1 and ∅, Γ ` e2 : xb2. By (LUB),
∅, Γ ` e1tLe2 : xb1 ⊕ xb2. Because xbwXBxb1 ⊕ xb2, ∅, Γ ` e1tLe2 : xb.

Case e1uLe2.
Let ` C(Γ, e1uLe2, xb). It implies C(Γ, e1, xb1), C(Γ, e2, xb2), and xbwXBxb1 ª
xb2. By induction hypothesis, ∅, Γ ` e1 : xb1 and ∅, Γ ` e2 : xb2. By (GLB),
∅, Γ ` e1uLe2 : xb1 ª xb2. Because xbwXBxb1 ª xb2, ∅, Γ ` e1uLe2 : xb.

Case if e1vLe2 ? e3 : e4.
Let ` C(Γ, if e1vLe2 ? e3 : e4, xb). It implies C(Γ, e1, xb1), C(Γ, e2, xb2),
C(Γ, e3, xb3), C(Γ, e4, xb4), and xbwXBπ(xb1, xb2, xb3)tXBxb4. By induction hy-
pothesis, ∅, Γ ` e1 : xb1, ∅, Γ ` e2 : xb2, ∅, Γ ` e3 : xb3, and ∅, Γ ` e4 : xb4. By
Lemma 4.4, ∆,Γ ` e3 : xb3 where ∆ = {xvLy | xb1vXB{x+}, xb2vXB{y−}}.
In order to show ∆,Γ ` e3 : π(xb1, xb2, xb3), it is sufficient to show that
∆, Γ ` e3 : xb3uXB(Πi

xb1,xb2
>XB) for all i ≥ 0, because the height of XB is

finite. We prove it by induction on i.
• i = 0.

Because xb3uXB(Π0
xb1,xb2

>XB) = xb3 and ∆, Γ ` e3 : xb3, ∆, Γ ` e3 :

xb3uXB(Π0
xb1,xb2

>XB).
• i > 0.

By induction hypothesis, ∆,Γ ` e3 : xb3uXB(Πi−1

xb1,xb2
>XB).

– If ∃x, y : xb1vXB{x+} ∧ xb2vXB{y−} ∧ xb3uXB(Πi−1

xb1,xb2
>XB)vXB{y+},

xvLy ∈ ∆. By (REF+), xvLy ∈ ∆, ∆,Γ ` e3 : xb3uXB(Πi−1

xb1,xb2
>XB),

and xb3uXB(Πi−1

xb1,xb2
>XB)vXB{y+} imply
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∆, Γ ` e3 : xb3uXB(Πi−1

xb1,xb2
>XB)uXB{x+}.

Hence ∆, Γ ` e3 : xb3uXB(Πi
xb1,xb2

>XB).

– If ∃x, y : xb1vXB{x+} ∧ xb2vXB{y−} ∧ xb3uXB(Πi−1

xb1,xb2
>XB)vXB{x−},

xvLy ∈ ∆. By (REF−), xvLy ∈ ∆, ∆,Γ ` e3 : xb3uXB(Πi−1

xb1,xb2
>XB),

and xb3uXB(Πi−1

xb1,xb2
>XB)vXB{x−} imply

∆, Γ ` e3 : xb3uXB(Πi−1

xb1,xb2
>XB)uXB{y−}.

Hence ∆, Γ ` e3 : xb3 u (Πi
xb1,xb2

>XB).

– Otherwise, xb3uXB(Πi
xb1,xb2

>XB) = xb3uXB(xb3uXB(Πi−1

xb1,xb2
>XB)) =

xb3uXB(Πi−1

xb1,xb2
>XB). Hence ∆, Γ ` e3 : xb3uXB(Πi

xb1,xb2
>XB).

Therefore ∆,Γ ` e3 : π(xb1, xb2, xb3). From ∅, Γ ` e1 : xb1, ∅, Γ ` e2 : xb2,
∆, Γ ` e3 : π(xb1, xb2, xb3), and ∅,Γ ` e4 : xb4, by (IF), ∅, Γ ` if e1vLe2?e3 : e4 :
π(xb1, xb2, xb3)tXBxb4. Because xbwXBπ(xb1, xb2, xb3)tXBxb4, ∅,Γ ` if e1vLe2?e3 :
e4 : xb.

5.2 Solving the constraints
Figure 4 shows simplification rules S for simplifying initial constraints.

Rules consist of one transitivity rule and two elimination rules.
We write A `S c if a constraint c is derivable from A using rules S, and

write S∗(A) for the closure of A under rules S, i.e., the set lfp(λX.A∪{c | X `S
c}).

An atomic constraint is α ⊇ at whose right-hand-side at (atomic term)
explicitly denotes a simple expression of non-functional extensivity behavior xL:

at ::= xL | α⊕ α | αª α | π(α, α, α)

Among the constraints S∗(A), completely dissolved constraints (atom(S∗(A)))
constitute the least model of A, where atom(C) = {α ⊇ at ∈ C}. We can prove
this property easily, because our constraint system is a special case of a general
setting1).

The simplified atomic constraint constitutes one equation for each un-
known; “α ⊇ at1, · · · , α ⊇ atn” is equivalent to “α = at1tXB · · · tXBatn”. The
least solution of the set of such equations corresponds to the least model of the
simplified atomic constraints5).

The least solution is computed by iteration: starting from bottom {x 7→
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L ⊇ α α ⊇ R

L ⊇ R
(TRANS)

L1 → L2 ⊇ L3 → L4

L3 ⊇ L1 L2 ⊇ L4
(→-ELIM)

L ⊇ α1tXBα2

L ⊇ α1 L ⊇ α2
(tXB-ELIM)

Fig. 4 Simplification Rules S

⊥T | x ∈ VarL} for every αL we iteratively apply the right-hand-sides of the
equations to the intermediate results. This procedure terminates with the least
fixpoint, because the involved operators (⊕,ª, π,tXB) are all monotonic∗1.

Example 5.1

For e5.1 = (λx.(xuLcL)tLy) z, let Γ consist of y : {y0} and z : {z0}. The con-
straint generation procedure C(Γ, (λx.(xuLcL)tLy) z, α) returns the following
constraint:

α1 ⊇ α2 α2 ⊇ z0 α1 → α ⊇ α3 → α4

α4 ⊇ α5 α5 ⊇ α6 ⊕ α7 α6 ⊇ α8 ª α9

α7 ⊇ y0 α8 ⊇ α3 α9 ⊇ >XL

Rules S simplifies initial constraints into the simplified atomic constraints:

α ⊇ α6 ⊕ α7 α1 ⊇ z0 α2 ⊇ z0

α3 ⊇ z0 α4 ⊇ α6 ⊕ α7 α5 ⊇ α6 ⊕ α7

α6 ⊇ α8 ª α9 α7 ⊇ y0 α8 ⊇ z0

α9 ⊇ >XL

The simplified atomic constraints constitute the equations:

α = α6 ⊕ α7 α1 = z0 α2 = z0

α3 = z0 α4 = α6 ⊕ α7 α5 = α6 ⊕ α7

α6 = α8 ª α9 α7 = y0 α8 = z0

α9 = >XL

The least solution for α is computed in 4 iterations, and corresponds to the
result of (x0 ª>XL

)⊕ y0 which is {x>T , y+}.
∗1 ⊕ and ª are monotonic by definition; we can check it case by case. π is monotonic because

gfp and Π are monotonic.
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Theorem 5.2

Let n be the size (the number of sub-expressions) of an input analysis specifica-
tion, r be its largest type size∗2, and w be the number of variables in the analysis
specification. The time complexity of our inference system is O(n2r) + O(n2 ×
w3 × r3).

Proof The constraint extraction procedure C takes O(n) time to generate
O(n) number of constraints. The simplification procedure (S∗) takes a time
proportional to the number of simplification rules that can be applied. Because
the number of possible constraints (L ⊇ R) is nr × nr (nr terms for L and R

respectively), and because the simplification rules introduce new constraints that
always consist of sub-terms of existing constraints, the simplification procedure
reaches the closure within O(n2r) time. After the simplification, the number
of equations from the atomic constraints is n. The fixpoint iteration over the
equations computes elements of the chains in XB and the length of a chain is
bounded by 3 × r × w. Recall that 3 is the height of the extensivity token
domain T = {⊥T , 0,−,+,>T }. Thus we iterate up to O(r × w) time. Each
iteration per equation takes O(r2×w2×n) time because each equation computes
a new extensivity behavior xb whose size is O(r × w), the right-hand-side of
each equation can have up to n αs, and refinement π takes O(r × w) because
it computes a fixpoint. Hence the worst-case time complexity of the fixpoint
iteration is O(n× (r×w)× (r2×w2×n)) = O(n2×w3× r3). Hence the overall
complexity is O(n2r) + O(n2 × w3 × r3).

In our practice the largest type size r is mostly 2; it means in our input
specifications of abstract interpreters, most functions are first-order. Hence the
number w of variables is linear to the expression size n, and thus we expect the
complexity in practice is bounded by O(n5).

§6 Example: Extensivity Checking of A Widen-
ing and A Narrowing Functions

We give an example of our static extensivity analysis for a widening and
a narrowing functions4) in program analysis specifications.

6.1 Background

∗2 Type size is the number of basic type-components (lattices in our case). For example,
type (L → L) → (L → L) has size 4.
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Widening and narrowing functions are essential parts of program anal-
ysis in order to accelerate the analysis’ fixpoint iterations. Their use is twofold.
When an analysis function’s domain lattice is infinitely high, they enable the
fixpoint iterations to safely terminate. For analysis functions over finite yet very
high lattices too, they are often used to safely accelerate the fixpoint iterations.

Correctly-defined widening and narrowing functions must be extensive
functions, and their inclusion in analysis makes the analysis function extensive.
Thus they are proper (not artificial) targets of our extensivity analysis example.
Example widening and narrowing functions that we use here are cores of those
in so-called “interval analysis”2, 8).

Program analysis that is defined using widening and narrowing func-
tions computes two finite sequences whose limits estimate the least fixpoint of
a monotonic function F : L → L. When the lattice L is very high (or infinitely
high), naively computing F ’s least fixpoint sequence ⊥ v F (⊥) v F 2(⊥) v · · ·
can take too much time (or does not terminate). F coupled with a widening
function 5 : L × L → L accelerates the fixpoint sequence to quickly reach an
upper approximation of the least fixpoint of F . Because the result is usually
too far above F ’s least fixpoint, a narrowing function 4 : L × L → L is then
used to refine the upper approximation to be moved nearer to F ’s least fixpoint.
The widening estimation is done by computing G(x) = x5F (x)’s least fixpoint
sequence ⊥ v G(⊥) v G2(⊥) v · · · . A correctly-defined 5 guarantees this se-
quence to be finite (even for infinite lattice D) and its limit to be above the least
fixpoint of F . The narrowing estimation refines the G’s least fixpoint, say A, by
computing H(x) = x4 F (x)’s fixpoint sequence A w H(A) w H2(A) w · · · . A
correctly-defined 4 again guarantees this sequence to be finite and its limit to
be a safe estimation of the least fixpoint of F . This limit after the narrowing
sequence is the final result of the program analysis.

Conditions for a function to be a correct widening or a narrowing opera-
tion make the resulting analysis functions extensive. A widening 5 : L×L → L

must satisfy that:

1. ∀x, y ∈ L : x vL x5 y

2. ∀x, y ∈ L : y vL x5 y

3. for all increasing sequences {xn}n, the “widened” sequence y0 = x0, ...,
yn+1 = yn 5 xn+1, ... eventually stabilizes.

Condition 1 and 2 say that the widened value x5y should always be greater than
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or equal to x and y, i.e., extensive for both x and y. A narrowing 4 : L×L → L

must satisfy that:

1. ∀x, y ∈ L : (y vL x) ⇒ (y vL x4 y vL x)
2. for all decreasing sequences {xn}n, the “narrowed” sequence y0 = x0,

..., yn+1 = yn 4 xn+1, ... eventually stabilizes.

Condition 1 says that x4 y is reductive for x and extensive for y when yvLx.
Because of these conditions for5 and4 functions, the resulting analysis

functions G(x) = x 5 F (x) for the widening iterations and H(x) = x 4 F (x)
for the narrowing iterations become respectively extensive and reductive. Thus,
we choose as example inputs (program analysis specifications) to our extensivity
check a widening and a narrowing functions.

6.2 Extensivity Checking
Widening and narrowing functions are different for different analyses

because they depend on analysis function’s domain lattices. Here we consider
those used in so-called interval analysis2, 8).

Let’s consider the following widening operator:

x5 y = if y vL x ? x : >L.

This widening raises unstable elements up to the greatest element >L. A well-
known widening function4) is a straightforward instance of the above definition.
Note that this widening operator is not monotonic for x; if a @L b @L >L then
a5 b = >L while b5 b = b.

Our extensivity analysis computes the extensivity of x5 y as {x+, y+},
which confirms x5 y is extensive for both x and y. The constraint generation
procedure C({x : {x0}, y : {y0}}, if y vL x ? x : >L, α0) returns the following
constraints:

α1 ⊇ {y0} α2 ⊇ {x0} α3 ⊇ {x0} α4 ⊇ {x+, y+}
α0 ⊇ π(α1, α2, α3)tXBα4.

The above constraints constitute the equations:

α1 = {y0} α2 = {x0} α3 = {x0} α4 = {x+, y+}
α0 = π(α1, α2, α3)tXBα4.

The least solution for α0 is computed as follows:
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π(α1, α2, α3) = π({y0}, {x0}, {x0})
= gfp λα.{x0}uXB(Π{y0},{x0}α)
= {x0}uXB{y+}

(because {y0} v {y+}, {x0} v {x−}, and {x0} v {x+})
= {x0, y+},

α0 = π(α1, α2, α3)tXBα4

= ({x0}uXB{y+})tXB{x+, y+}
= {x0, y+}tXB{x+, y+}
= {x+, y+}.

Note that without refinement π, we compute a less accurate extensivity:

α0 = α3tXBα4 = {x0}tXB{x+, y+} = {x0, y>T }tXB{x+, y+}
= {x+, y>T }.

As an another example, let us show our extensivity analysis for the
following narrowing operator:

x4 y = if >L vL x ? y : x.

This narrowing function refines the widened result >L to the currently known
lower bound y. A well-known narrowing function4) is a straightforward instance
of the above definition.

In example 3.5, we show that our deductive rules concludes that the
above function has extensivity {x−, y+} under order assumption {y vL x}, i.e.,
(y vL x) ⇒ (y vL x4y vL x). Our algorithm infers its safe approximation α0 =
{x−, y>T }. The constraint generation procedure C({x : {x0}, y : {y0}}, if>L vL

x ? y : x, α0) returns the following constraints:

α1 ⊇ {x+, y+} α2 ⊇ {x0} α3 ⊇ {y0} α4 ⊇ {x0}
α0 ⊇ π(α1, α2, α3)tXBα4.

The above constraints constitute the equations:

α1 = {x+, y+} α2 = {x0} α3 = {y0} α4 = {x0}
α0 = π(α1, α2, α3)tXBα4

The least solution for α0 is computed as follows:
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π(α1, α2, α3) = π({x+, y+}, {x0}, {y0})
= gfp λα.{y0}uXB(Π{x+,y+},{x0}α)
= {y0}uXB{x−}

(because {x+, y+} v {y+}, {x0} v {x−} and {y0} v {y−})
= {x−, y0},

α0 = π(α1, α2, α3)tXBα4

= {x−, y0}tXB{x0}
= {x−, y>T }.

§7 Conclusion
Our work provides a method of extensivity verification for λ-definable

functions over lattices. Static extensivity analysis is an interesting problem on
its own and apparently not much work has been done. Our interest in this
topic was motivated by Zoo16), which is a program-analyzer generator. Now
that it can automatically check whether the input specification is extensive or
not, termination of the specified analysis over finite-height lattices is guaranteed
if the outcome of the test is positive. Thus we can prevent Zoo from generating
divergent analyzers, or from generating extra “joining” operations9, 10) necessary
to enforce the extensivity of fixpoint iterations. Our work may also suggest a
similar solution to existing program analyzer generators like PAG11).

The extensivity analysis is complementary to the previous work12) on
the static monotonicity analysis(checking ∀x ≤ y : f(x) ≤ f(y)). Because the
extensivity and monotonicity are incomparable properties and either of them
guarantees the termination of the generated analyzers (when the domain lat-
tice’s height is finite), the two analyses in disjunctive combination enlarges the
set of sound input specifications for Zoo. Our verification procedure is an infer-
ence system, which can be classified as mono-variant flow-insensitive analysis.
Our extensivity analysis is a kind of relational analysis, which estimates each
expression’s extensivity in relations with (as a function of) its free variables.
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